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ABSTRACT
Within the GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE (GASP) sample, we identified an ongoing 1:1 merger between
two galaxies and the consequent formation of a tidal dwarf galaxy (TDG). The system is observed at z = 0.05043 and is part of
a poor group. Exploiting the exquisite quality of the MUSE/VLT data, we present the spatially resolved kinematics and physical
properties of gas and stars of this object and describe its evolutionary history. An old (luminosity weighted age ∼ 2× 109 yr),
gas poor, early-type-like galaxy is merging with a younger (luminosity weighted age ∼ 2.5×108 yr), gas rich, late-type galaxy .
The system has a quite strong metallicity gradient, indicative of an early-stage phase. Comparing the spatial extension of the star
formation at different epochs, we date the beginning of the merger between 2×107yr < t < 5.7×108yr ago. The gas kinematic
pattern reflects that of the late-type object and is distorted in correspondence to the location of the impact . The stellar kinematic
instead is more chaotic, as expected for mergers. The gas redistribution in the system induces high levels of star formation
between the two components, where we indeed detect the birth of the TDG. This stellar structure has a mass of ∼ 6× 109M,
a radius of ∼ 2kpc and, even though it has already accreted large quantities of gas and stars, it is still located within the disk of
the progenitor, is characterized by a high velocity dispersion, indicating that it is still forming, is dusty and has high levels of
star formation (SFR∼ 0.3M yr−1). This TDG is originated in an early-stage merger, while these structures usually form in more
evolved systems.
Keywords: galaxies: general — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation — galaxies: kinematics and dynam-
ics — galaxies: interactions — galaxies: groups: general
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to the hierarchical structure formation paradigm
(Blumenthal et al. 1984; Freedman et al. 2001; Efstathiou
et al. 2002; Pryke et al. 2002; Spergel et al. 2007), smaller
systems merge to form progressively larger ones (White &
Rees 1978; Searle & Zinn 1978). Mergers therefore are fun-
damental features in galaxy evolution.
Galaxy merging is expected to have a number of conse-
quences on galaxy evolution. Its exact effect depends on a
wide variety of parameters such as collision angles, speeds,
relative size/composition and environment. Typically, it
drives strong star formation episodes (Barnes & Hernquist
1991; Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Larson & Tinsley 1978;
Kennicutt 1998a; Elmegreen 2011), contributes to and reg-
ulate the growth of black holes (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Di
Matteo et al. 2005; Cox et al. 2006; Schawinski et al. 2009;
Combes 2003), and produces morphological transformations
(Toomre 1977; Mihos & Hernquist 1996).
During a major merger (with mass ratios from 1:1 to
about 3:1), typical star formation rates (SFRs) are less than
102 M yr−1 (Moster et al. 2011; Hirschmann et al. 2012), but
can reach peaks of 103M yr−1, depending on the gas con-
tent of each galaxy and its redshift (e.g., Brinchmann et al.
2004; Ostriker & Shetty 2011). Recent high-resolution mod-
els forecast that extended star formation is important in the
early stages of the merger, while nuclear starbursts will occur
in advanced stages (Teyssier et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2013;
Renaud et al. 2015). The fast exhaustion of gas (< few Gyr)
during the merger induces the quenching of the star forma-
tion and the consequent redistribution of the angular momen-
tum and the violent relaxation in the stellar component, with
the transformation of galaxies into an early-type system.
The higher star formation efficiency, along with tidal fields,
gravity torques leading to central inflows and outer outflows,
increased turbulence, and high Jeans masses induce the for-
mation of a large variety of stellar structures, such as kine-
matically decoupled cores, super star cluster (SSCs) and tidal
dwarf galaxies (TDGs) (e.g., Bournaud 2010).
Simulations by Elmegreen et al. (1993) show that SSCs
form from local gravitational instabilities. They can have a
similar origin in tidal tails and in isolated systems. These gi-
ant molecular clouds form with very high pressures and high
gas densities (Li et al. 2004; Bournaud et al. 2008) and can
reach a mass of ∼ 106M. The star formation efficiency is
expected to be very high, so that these SSCs may likely re-
main bound after the expulsion of gas by the first generations
of supernovae, and evolve into globular clusters (Bournaud
et al. 2008; Recchi et al. 2007; Renaud et al. 2015).
TDGs form instead only in interacting galaxies, where
some disk material become bound and star-forming as a con-
sequence of a “pile-up” in some particular regions. A dense
region in a disk (proto-cloud) can be moved outwards as part
of a tidal tail. There it can remain bound instead of frag-
menting into an unbound complex of several smaller pieces,
because of the increased velocity dispersion (Elmegreen et al.
1993; Duc et al. 2004). These massive (∼ 108M) star
forming structures are made-up mostly of gas and new stars
formed locally. The pre-existing stars, present in the par-
ent galaxies before the collision, generally have a too high
random velocities, and escape these newly-formed system.
TDGs are therefore kinematically decoupled from their par-
ent galaxy, even though gravitationally bound (Bournaud
et al. 2007; Duc 2012).
Many TDGs form around or above the critical mass for
dwarf galaxies to survive the star formation feedback pro-
duced by their initial starburst (Dekel & Silk 1986; Bo-
quien et al. 2007). Simulations by Bournaud & Duc (2006)
show that a significant fraction of TDGs can survive several
Gyrs, orbiting as satellite galaxies around the merger rem-
nant. They may thus contribute to the population of dwarf
satellites (Okazaki & Taniguchi 2000; Metz & Kroupa 2007).
According to the merger simulations by Bournaud et al.
(2008); Chapon et al. (2013), local gravitational instabilities
and the pile-up of large amounts of gas can happen at the
same time. A single merger rarely form more than a couple
of objects through the pile-up mechanism, while many more
through instabilities.
Integral field spectroscopy can provide relevant informa-
tion to characterize merging systems and the resulting stellar
structures, since it allows to spatially resolve the properties of
the components and to characterize the extent of star forma-
tion, and how/when it is produced during the merger event.
The observational characterization of star formation in merg-
ers at different stages is also necessary to test the validity and
put constraints on merger simulations.
In the last few years, a number of specific interact-
ing/merging systems in the local universe have been ob-
served with such techniques at optical wavelengths (e.g.,
Wild et al. 2014; Fernández et al. 2015; Cortijo-Ferrero et al.
2017a,c,b). Cortijo-Ferrero et al. (2017c) have also charac-
terized the star cluster properties in an early-stage merger.
All these systems are at z ≤ 0.04 and have been drawn from
the CALIFA (Sánchez et al. 2012) and MaNGA (Bundy et al.
2015) surveys, which are characterized by a spatial sampling
of 1′′/pixel and 2.′′5/pixel and a resolution of∼ 80kms−1 and
∼ 70kms−1, respectively.
A number of studies based on integral field spectroscopy
have also given us some insight into the properties of dwarf
galaxies (Izotov et al. 2006; Lagos et al. 2009, 2012, 2014;
James et al. 2009, 2010, 2013a,b).
This paper presents the analysis of a merging system at z∼
0.05, observed with the integral-field spectrograph MUSE
mounted at the VLT, which is currently the most power-
ful instrument of this kind, having a spatial sampling of∼
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0.′′2/pixel and a resolution of ∼ 50kms−1. The exquisite data
quality allows us to detect the formation of a TDG candidate
in correspondence of the impact between the two merging
components. This is the highest redshift TDG detected up to
date. To our knowledge, only Fensch et al. (2016) have ex-
ploited the unprecedented spatial resolution of MUSE obser-
vations to characterize the physical conditions where a dwarf
galaxy formed in a giant collisional HI ring at a distance of
63.1 Mpc.
The system has been observed in the context of GASP1
(GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE), an on-
going ESO Large programme granted 120 hours of observ-
ing time with MUSE. The program is aimed at characteriz-
ing where, how and why gas can get removed from galaxies.
Poggianti et al. (2017, Paper I) presents a complete descrip-
tion of the survey strategy, data reduction and analysis pro-
cedures.
The galaxy we discuss here was selected for presenting a
B-band morphological asymmetry. Only the integral field
spectroscopy allowed us to unambiguously identify the merg-
ing event. Note that this system is so far the only merger
detected in the survey, indicating that usually signatures of
mergers and stripping are distinct.
Throughout all the papers of the GASP series, we adopt
a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF) in the mass
range 0.1-100 M. The cosmological constants assumed are
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. This gives
a scale of 0.985 kpc/′′ at the redshift of the merging system,
which is z = 0.05043.
2. THE TARGET
The target, P96949 (RA:11:54:10.27, DEC:+00:08:19.3),
is drawn from the Millennium Galaxy Catalog (Liske et al.
2003; Driver et al. 2005) and selected by Poggianti et al.
(2016) from the Padova Millennium Galaxy and Group Cat-
alogue (PM2GC, Calvi et al. 2011).
Figure 1 shows a color composite image obtained combin-
ing the reconstructed g, r and i filters from the MUSE dat-
acube. The irregular shape of the galaxy immediately stands
out. Two distinct components are visible: a bright, circular
one dominates on the West side of the galaxy, while a more
diffuse, fainter one is centered 5.′′3 North-East from the other
one. These two components most likely correspond to two
merging galaxies, but only the integral field spectroscopy can
reveal whether they are physically associated. A very bright
knot in between the components already stands out for its
peculiar colors.
P96949 is part of a small group of three objects. Tem-
pel et al. (2012) computed a velocity dispersion σ=60 km
s−1. The other two group members are at 9.′2 and 12.′70 to-
1 http://web.oapd.inaf.it/gasp/index.html
Figure 1. RGB image of P96949. The reconstructed g, r, i filters
from the MUSE cube have been used. North is up, and east is left.
In this and all plots (0,0) corresponds to the peak of the continuum
underlying Hα flux (see Fig. 3).
Figure 2. Position on the sky of galaxies around P96949, indicated
with a green star, in the redshift range 0.01 < z < 0.1 (black dots).
Galaxies in the redshift range 0.045< z< 0.055 are color-coded ac-
cording to their redshift (squares). Galaxies belonging to the group
of P96949 (group F) are highlighted with open squares; galaxies
belonging to other groups are highlighted with open circles (see
Tempel et al. 2012 and Tab.1 for details). Shaded circles indicate
the virial radius of the groups. The scale in the upper right corner
shows 1 Mpc at the redshift of P96949.
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Table 1. Properties of the groups around P96949
IDcl Ngal z RAJ2000 DEJ2000 Rvir σ
(J2000) (J2000) (Mpc) (kms−1)
A 2 0.07853 178.99687 -0.01874 0.224 38.5
B 3 0.07944 179.00206 0.20978 0.091 248.3
C 2 0.07978 178.74551 0.58081 0.127 135.6
D 2 0.06184 178.89868 0.47222 0.285 9.8
E 2 0.04844 178.39067 0.30664 0.273 198.7
F 3 0.0519 178.54411 0.25248 0.420 60.0
NOTE—Data taken from Tempel et al. (2012).
wards North. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of all
galaxies around P96949 with measured redshift in the range
0.01 < z < 0.1. Redshifts are taken from the MGCz (Driver
et al. 2005) and SDSS-DR9 (Ahn et al. 2012). Tempel et al.
(2012) identified five other groups in this area, whose posi-
tion is highlighted in Fig. 2 and whose properties are listed
in Tab.1. The relative positions, velocity dispersions and red-
shift differences between all these groups and those of that
of P96949 (group “F”) suggest that group-group interactions
are hardly able to affect the group members.
3. DATA
3.1. Observations and data reduction
Following the GASP strategy, P96949 was observed in ser-
vice mode with the MUSE spectrograph, mounted at the Nas-
myth focus of the UT4 VLT, at Cerro Paranal in Chile. It
was observed on 21/02/2017, with photometric conditions;
the seeing at 650nm (measured on telescope guide star) re-
mained below 0.′′9 during the whole observing block. A to-
tal of four 675 seconds exposures were taken with the Wide
Field Mode.
The data reduction process for all galaxies in the GASP
survey is presented in Paper I.
3.2. Data analysis
The procedures used to analyze all galaxies of the GASP
survey are extensively presented in Paper I. We corrected
the reduced datacube for extinction due to our Galaxy. We
assumed the extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) and
used the extinction value computed at the galaxy position
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
We analyzed the most prominent emission lines in the
spectrum by exploiting the KUBEVIZ (Fossati et al. 2016)
code, which yields total fluxes and the kinematic properties
of the gas. As first step, we average filtered the datacube in
the spatial direction with a 5×5 pixel kernel, corresponding
to 1′′ ∼ 0.99 kpc at the galaxy redshift (see Paper I, for de-
tails). In the MUSE wavelength range the typical spectral
dispersion of 1.25 Å pixel−1 translates to a velocity scale of
25 km s−1 pixel−1. The average FWHM resolution is 2.51 Å,
equivalently to 110 km s−1 (or 53 km s−1 pixel−1). Details on
the methods can be found in Paper I.
We derived the stellar kinematic from the analysis of the
characteristics of absorption lines, using the Penalized Pixel-
Fitting (pPXF) software (Cappellari 2012), which works in
Voronoi binned regions of given S/N (10 in this case; see
Cappellari & Copin 2012). We fitted observed spectra with
the stellar population templates by Vazdekis et al. (2010). We
further smoothed the value of the stellar radial velocity using
the two-dimensional local regression techniques (LOESS) as
implemented in the Python code developed by M. Cappel-
lari.2Details on the methods can be found in Paper I.
We obtained the spatially resolved properties of the stel-
lar populations and the correction for underlying absorption
to measure total emission line fluxes running the spectral fit-
ting code SINOPSIS (Fritz et al. 2017, Paper III). Briefly, it
combines different simple stellar populations spectra to re-
produce the observed equivalent widths of the most promi-
nent absorption and emission lines, and the continuum in
various bands. The code uses the latest SSP model from
S. Charlot & G. Bruzual (2017, in preparation). SINOPSIS
produces a best-fit model datacube for the stellar-only com-
ponent and maps of stellar mass, average star formation rate
and total mass formed in four age bins, luminosity-weighted
and mass-weighted stellar ages. To calculate the total mass
in a given spaxel, we sum the masses in the four main age
bins. Due to the code characteristics, when the spectra have
a low signal-to-noise, SINOPSIS tends to include an unnec-
essary small percentage of old (t>5.7× 108) stars. To be
conservative, we neglect the contribution of stars older than
5.7× 108 yr in low S/N spectra (S/N<3) when their contri-
bution to the stellar continuum luminosity is less than 3%.
The entire contribution of young stars, instead, is taken into
account, given the fact that it is estimated from the emission
lines, which are more reliable features.
We then corrected the emission-line, absorption-corrected
fluxes for extinction by dust internal to the galaxy. We ob-
tained the map of the dust extinction AV from the absorption-
corrected Balmer decrement in each spaxel. As described in
Paper I, we assumed an intrinsic Hα/Hβ ratio equal to 2.86
and adopt the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law. The AV
map has been calculated only for spaxels where the S/N on
the Hα and Hβ lines is larger than 3 and the ratio of the two
lines is larger than the assumed 2.86 value for the Balmer
decrement.
We used the line fluxes to produce line-ratio diagnostic dia-
grams (BPT, Baldwin et al. 1981) that allow to investigate the
2 http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software
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Figure 3. MUSE white-light image of P96949. Contours are loga-
rithmically spaced isophotes of the continuum underlying Hα down
to a surface brightness 2.5×10−18 ergs−1 cm−2 Å−1 arcsec−2.
origin of the gas ionization and distinguish between regions
photoionized by hot stars and regions ionized by shocks,
LINERs and AGN. Only spaxels with a S/N > 3 in all the
emission lines involved are taken into account.
We calculated the gas metallicity for each star forming
spaxel using the pyqz Python module7 (Dopita et al. 2013)
v0.8.2; we obtained the 12+ log(O/H) values by interpolat-
ing from a finite set of diagnostic line ratio grids computed
with the MAPPINGS code (see Paper I). As discussed in de-
tail by Kewley & Ellison (2008), the systematic errors intro-
duced by modeling inaccuracies are of the order of∼0.1-0.15
dex. Instead, discrepancies among the various calibrations
based on photoionization models can reach values of up to
0.2 dex.
We computed the SFR of each spatial element from the Hα
luminosity corrected for dust and stellar absorption, follow-
ing the Kennicutt (1998a)’s relation. We finally derived the
total SFR as the sum of the dust- corrected Hα fluxes in each
spaxel with a S/N(Hα)> 3.
4. RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the white-light image from MUSE, i.e.
the image obtained integrating the light across the entire
wavelength range (4750-9350 Å). The irregular shape of the
galaxy is well visible, along with traces of debris to the North
and the few bright knots distributed across the galaxy. The
stellar isophotes reveal the presence of two distinct peaks in
the light distribution, indicating the presence of two compo-
nents in the system.
4.1. Spatially resolved gas properties
Figure 4. MUSE Hα luminosity map for spaxels with Hα S/N> 4,
corrected for Galactic extinction, but uncorrected for stellar absorp-
tion and intrinsic dust extinction. Contours are continuum isophotes
as in Fig.3. The position of the brightest region is highlighted in red
and labeled as “A”.
The image of the galaxy in the Hα light shown in Fig. 4
unveils that the gas is much more extended towards North
than the stellar continuum, and less in the Western part of the
galaxy. The peaks in the stellar continuum do not coincide
with peaks in the Hα light. The Hα map is characterized
by many bright and round Hα knots. These have different
sizes depending on their spatial location: those outside of the
stellar contours are smaller, the few in the center of the galaxy
are larger. A particularly bright and large knot stands out at
the position (x = −2.5′′, y = 1′′). Given its peculiarity, in what
follows we will pay particular attention to the properties of
gas and stars in that region, which we refer as “knot A”.
As mentioned in Sec.3.2, the Hα fluxes presented in Fig.
4 are corrected for extinction by dust internal to the galaxy.
The AV map (Fig. 5) shows that the dust is distributed across
P96949 in a non-homogeneous way: in the South-West re-
gion the extinction is very low (AV<0.5 mag), while the
Central-East and Northern sides are dustier (AV ∼1.2 mag).
Very dusty regions (AV ∼1.4 mag) are located at the positions
(x = −5′′, y = 3′′) and in correspondence of knot A.
The map of Hα, along with those of Hβ, [OIII] 5007 Å,
[OI] 6300 Å, Hα, [NII] 6583 Å, and [SII] 6716+6731 Å, is
used to determine the main ionizing source at each position.
All the diagnostic diagrams used are concordant in finding
that young stars produce the ionized gas and in excluding the
presence of AGN in the galaxy center. This is in agreement
with previous classifications found in the literature for the
same galaxy (e.g., Véron-Cetty & Véron 2010).
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Figure 5. AV map. Only spaxels with a S/N(Hα)> 3 are shown.
Contours are continuum isophotes as in Fig.3.
Figure 6. Metallicity map from the ionized gas. Contours are con-
tinuum isophotes as in Fig.3.
The gas metallicity of the ionized gas is shown in Fig. 6.
The distribution is characterized by a quite strong gradient,
varying over almost 1 dex in 12+ log[O/H], with the high-
est metallicity regions located at the position of the nucleus
of the easternmost component. This does not correspond to a
peak in neither Hα nor AV (see Figures 4 ans 5, respectively),
but it does correspond to the center of the fainter galaxy, as
traced by the stellar continuum. A secondary peak is ob-
served very close to the primary, in the position x = −5′′,
y = 3′′, where instead a star-forming region of particularly
high Hα brightness and with rather high dust extinction is
identified. Knot A is also characterized by relatively high
values of metallicity.
4.2. Gas and stellar kinematics
Figure 7 shows the velocity field of the gas component.
Assuming as zero point of the velocity the redshift of the
galaxy, the gas rotates along the South-East/North-West di-
rection and spans the velocity range −50 < v(kms−1) < 80.
The median error on the velocities is 1.4 km s−1. The gas
presents a regular rotation in the outskirts, with positive ve-
locity values in the Northern region, negative velocity values
in the Southern one. In the center, the locus of the zero veloc-
ity is highly distorted and forms a “y” shape. The gas velocity
dispersion is overall quite low (σgas = 10− 20kms−1, with a
median error of 3.5 km s−1), indicative of a dynamically cold
medium, except at the position of the knot A, where it reaches
peaks of ∼ 50kms−1. Similar values are found at the edges
of P96949, but hey are probably due to the low S/N ratio of
these regions.
The left panel of Figure 8 shows the velocity field of the
stellar component. We choose as zero point of the velocity
the same of that of the gas. Two distinct constituents are
visible: the East side of the galaxy presents low stellar ve-
locities, ranging from ∼ −80kms−1 to ∼ 80kms−1. In this
region stars and gas have similar velocities. In contrast, the
West side of the galaxy presents much higher velocities, in
the range 200 < v(kms−1) < 350. The median error on the
velocities is 36 km s−1. The relative velocity of the two sides
of the system is∼ 200kms−1, suggesting that they are indeed
physically associated.
The velocity dispersion map shown in the right panel
of Figure 8 is very chaotic and regular trends are not de-
tectable. The North-East side generally shows lower σstar
values (∼ 30kms−1), while the South-West side is character-
ized by much higher values (up to∼ 250kms−1). The median
error on the velocity dispersions is 57 km s−1.
4.3. Spatially resolved stellar properties
The distribution of the stellar luminosity weighted age pre-
sented in Fig. 9 follows a similar spatial pattern as the one
depicted in the stellar kinematics. The region Western to the
(x ∼ 0) position has a typical age of 5× 109 yr, while the
rest of the galaxy is characterized by much younger ages, of
5× 108 yr. The knot A has a even younger age, ∼ 107 yr.
The median relative error on the luminosity weighted ages is
of the order of 15%.
The stellar mass density shown in the left panel of Fig. 10
is characterized by a double peak, roughly corresponding to
the peaks of the stellar continuum. The brighter peak has a
stellar mass density as high as 5× 109M/kpc2, while the
secondary peak, which is also more spread, reaches values
of 5×108M/kpc2. The Northern part of the galaxy carries
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Figure 7. Gas kinematics maps for 5×5 spaxels with S/N Hα > 4. Left: Hα velocity. Right: Hα velocity dispersion. Contours are continuum
isophotes as in Fig.3.
Figure 8. Stellar kinematics maps for Voronoi bins with S/N> 10. Left: velocity. Right: velocity dispersion. Contours are continuum isophotes
as in Fig.3.
much less mass: its typical surface mass density is ∼ 5×
107M/kpc2. Running SINOPSIS on the integrated spectra
of the entire galaxy, we obtain a total M∗ of 2.5×1010 M,
The mass density does not trace the distribution of the re-
cent star formation, shown in the right panel of Fig. 10. The
median error on the logarithm of SFRD, computed propagat-
ing the error on the Hα flux as computed by KUBEVIZ, is 0.01
dex. Indeed, there is almost no star formation at the position
of the densest component. The peak of the star formation is
taking place in the knot A. An arc-shape trail of highly star
forming regions centered at this position extends both toward
South-West and North-East. Star forming regions are also
evident on the northernmost edge of the galaxy. Integrating
the spectrum over all the spaxels with S/N(Hα)> 4, we get a
value of SFR=1.8 M yr−1.
Figure 11 shows the spatially resolved star formation his-
tory. This map allows us to characterize how many stars were
formed at each spatial location as a function of cosmic time.
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Figure 9. Luminosity weighted age (LWA) map. Contours are con-
tinuum isophotes as in Fig.3.
We choose four logarithmically spaced age bins in such a
way that the differences between the spectral characteristics
of the stellar populations are maximal (Fritz et al. 2007 and
Paper III). The median errors on the SFR per kpc2 are of the
order of 0.003 M yr−1 kpc−2 in the two youngest age bins, of
the order of 0.007 M yr−1 kpc−2 in the two oldest age bins.
The upper left panel shows that the ongoing SFR (t < 2×107
yr) is very intense in the central region of the system, but is
essentially absent in the Westernmost side where there is no
ionized gas (Fig.4). High star formation activity is observed
in the knot A, while low-levels of star formation are detected
in the Northern part of the galaxy. The recent star forma-
tion activity (2×107 yr< t < 5.7×108 yr, upper right panel)
has a similar spatial distribution compared to the youngest
stars, even though recent star formation extends towards the
western part of the galaxy, while the northern part is less ex-
tended. At these ages, the knot A is not visible anymore.
As we move to the intermediate (5.7× 108 yr< t < 5.7×
109 yr, bottom left panel) and old (t > 5.7× 109 yr, bottom
right panel) populations, the distribution of the stars is differ-
ent, being mostly confined within the continuum isophotes.
All the westernmost region of the galaxy was star forming at
those epochs, as was the brightest of the two components of
the system.
4.4. Properties of the two merging components
To characterize the morphology of the two objects of
the analyzed system, we use the white-light image shown
in Fig.3 to model the two components, using an iterative
method to separate their contribution to the total light. In par-
ticular, the purposely devised software AIAP (by Giovanni
Fasano, private communication) allows us to perform adap-
tive smoothing, interactive masking and ellipse fitting of each
galaxy isophote, as well as to generate a smooth model faith-
fully reproducing the shape of the real galaxies, including
position angle and ellipticity profiles. Such an accurate mod-
eling procedure has been iteratively applied to the early-type-
like (first step) and late-type components of the system, each
time removing the model from the original image. The end
products of this iteration are the final model of the early-type-
like galaxy and the residual image of the late-type galaxy (see
Fig. 12).
Fitting the early-type component with a Sersic law, we ob-
tian a value for the Sersic index n of 2.51 and a value for
the effective radius Re of 1.8 kpc. The total luminosity in
the wavelength range 4750-9350 Å is 2.2×1019 erg/s. The
parameters of the late-component are instead n=0.2, Re=5.3
kpc, total luminosity =2.9×1019 erg/s.
The median LWA for the early-type galaxy is ∼ 2×109yr,
that for the late-type galaxy is instead significantly lower:
∼ 2.5×108yr.
Running SINOPSIS on the integrated spectra of the early
type (obtained from the aforementioned model), we obtain
a M∗ of 1.4×1010 M. Subtracting this value to the total
stellar mass of the system, we infer a stellar mass for the
late-type component equal to∼ 1.1×1010 M. These values
have to be taken with caution, given the physical spatial over-
lap of the two galaxies, with the consequence that a number
of spaxels contribute to both components.
5. DISCUSSION
In the previous section we have described the most salient
properties of P96949. Here we connect all of them to draw
a scenario able to explain the formation and evolution of the
galaxy.
P96949 is part of a small group with three members.
Nonetheless, we have not identified any sign of disturbance
due to the presence of the other two galaxies, which are lo-
cated at a projected distance of 540 kpc and 750 kpc, respec-
tively.
Our interpretation is that we are witnessing an ongoing
∼1:1 merger between two galaxies with distinct properties.
A gas-poor early-type galaxy has probably recently
merged with a late-type one. The relative motion of the stars
of the two components is ∼ 200kms−1, indicating that the
two systems are indeed merging. Currently, the early-type
galaxy has a higher line-of-sight velocity. The gas motion is
disturbed on the side of the collision.
The absence of prominent tidal tails, which usually form
after the first passage (e.g. Mihos & Hernquist 1996), in the
late-type indicates that the early-type is in its first approach.
Note, however, that tails often fade away at large distances
due to surface brightness dimming (e.g. Hibbard & Vacca
1997; Overzier et al. 2010; Hung et al. 2014).
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Figure 10. Left: Stellar mass density map. Right: Star formation density map. In both panels, contours are continuum isophotes as in Fig.3.
The early-stage of the merger is also corroborated by the
rather strong metallicity gradient we have observed in the
system. Indeed, models of inside-out disk growth predict
that gradients should be initially steep and become flatter at
later times (e.g. Prantzos & Boissier 2000; Magrini et al.
2007; Fu et al. 2009; Marcon-Uchida et al. 2010), after the
gas inflows of relatively metal-poor gas has had the time to
change the galaxy’s metal distribution (Mihos & Hernquist
1996; Barnes & Hernquist 1996). N-body/SPH numerical
simulations of equal-mass mergers by Rupke et al. (2010)
also show that between first and second pericenter the initial
radial metallicity profile noticeably flattens. This smoothing
reflects the effects of gas redistribution over the galaxy disk.
During the interaction, there has been an enhancement of
the star formation activity in the central part of the system.
Moreno et al. (2015), employing a suite of 75 SPH merger
simulations, have found that whenever enhanced star forma-
tion in the nucleus is triggered, this is always accompanied by
the suppression of the star formation activity at large galac-
tocentric radii, similarly to what we observe in P96949.
The high star formation gives rise to enhancements in the
metallicity of the central part of the galaxy, in agreement to
predictions of N-body/smooth particle hydrodynamics mod-
els (Torrey et al. 2012).
The overall gas redistribution does not excessively boost
the star formation: P96949 lays on the typical SFR-mass
relation for star-forming field galaxies (see Poggianti et al.
2016). This is true both if we consider the total stellar mass
and if we assume that all the star formation comes from the
late-type galaxy.
We can try to date the merging event comparing the stellar
maps of different ages, as done in Fig.13. The contours rep-
resenting the populations with t > 5.7× 109yr highlight the
presence of two distinct peaks in the star formation distribu-
tion, with less stars forming between them. On the contrary,
the populations with t < 5.7×108yr highlight the presence of
new born material in between the two components, suggest-
ing that the interaction has started 2×107yr< t< 5.7×108yr
ago and is still ongoing. The forming stellar structure in the
central part of the merging system corresponds to the region
that we have called knot A. Approximately at the same time,
the merger has been also moving gas towards the Norhtern
part of the galaxy, where new-born stars are observed. New
high resolution simulations (Teyssier et al. 2010; Hopkins
et al. 2013; Renaud et al. 2015) show that during the first
two pericenter passages extended star formation arises spon-
taneously. This is most likely due to fragmentation of the gas
clouds produced by an increase of the interstellar medium su-
personic turbulence as a consequence of the tidal interaction
itself (Renaud et al. 2014).
The build up of new stars produces a lopsided morphology
to the resulting galaxy. As also shown in Fig.11, the gas rich
object had a regular shape at the early stages of its formation,
while for t < 5.7×108yr it started developing an asymmetric
shape.
Lopsidedness induced by tidal encounter between two
galaxies with an arbitrary orientation is a common feature
in group galaxies (e.g. Combes et al. 2004), where the per-
turbation is expected to generate a force term, responsible
for the lopsidedness in the galaxy. Lopsidedness can also be
generated due to a mild interaction or more indirectly due to
the response of the disk to the distorted halo which feels a
stronger effect of the interaction (Weinberg 1995; Jog 1997;
Schoenmakers et al. 1997).
5.1. The formation of a Tidal Dwarf Galaxy
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Figure 11. Average star formation rate per kpc2 in four different ages: during the last 2×107 yr (top left), between 2×107yr and 5.7×108yr
(top right), 5.7×108yr and 5.7×109yr (bottom left) and > 5.7×109yr ago (bottom right). Contours are continuum isophotes as in Fig.3.
Figure 12. Left. Model for the early-type component based on the
MUSE white-light image. Right. Residual image for the late-type
galaxy. See text for details.
As mentioned in the previous section, the merger between
the two galaxies induces the formation of a number of stellar
structures. The conditions in which the structures form de-
termine whether it is most likely SSCs or TDGs (see Sect.1).
According to Duc (2012), TDGs should mostly be pro-
duced by major wet mergers that occurred less than one Gyr
ago with low impact velocities (up to 250 kms−1) involv-
ing at least one spiral galaxy and are formed by material
that used to belong to the parent galaxies. The production
rate is about 1 TDG per favorable merger (see also Bournaud
et al. 2007). Being recycled objects, TDGs have inherited the
metal content of the interstellar medium from their progeni-
tors. Thus, their metallicity gives information about the past
chemical enrichment of the progenitors, and is not correlated
with their current mass, contrary to normal galaxies. TDGs
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Figure 13. Comparison between the stellar maps of different ages. The ongoing star formation bin (t < 2×107 yr, black and gray lines) is shown
in all the panels, for reference. Left: recent star formation bin (2× 107yr < t < 5.7× 108yr, blue lines). Middle: intermediate star formation
bin (5.7×108yr < t < 5.7×109yr, green lines). Right: old star formation bin (t > 5.7×109yr, red lines). Contours are logarithmically spaced
between SFR= 0.0001 and 0.1 M yr−1.
have masses around 108M, and are young objects. They
still exhibit the tails and bridges in which they were formed
that have not had the time to evaporate yet. Once evolved,
TDGs should become indistinguishable from regular satellite
galaxies on optical images.
According to simulations (Duc et al. 2004; Bournaud &
Duc 2006; Wetzstein et al. 2007), TDGs should also be free
of dark matter. Indeed, their low escape velocity is low (at
most a few tens of kms−1), therefore the dark matter particles
of the halo of the parent spiral galaxy will not be held by the
gravitational well of the TDG.
Since TDGs are made-up from material coming from the
disk of the progenitor, the dynamical mass measured from
their rotation velocity and size should be similar to their vis-
ible mass in stars and gas (Zackrisson & Riehm 2010; Bour-
naud 2010).
In our analysis we have have paid particular attention to a
structure formed from the impact between the two galaxies,
located at (x = −2.5′′, y = 1′′) that we called knot A.
The location and radius of the knot are found through
a purposely devised script developed in the context of the
GASP survey (see Paper I). The knot’s radius is estimated
through a recursive analysis, taking care of deblending the
contributions from overlapping sources and is ∼ 2.2 kpc.
This value is well above the seeing (∼ 1′′) and the MUSE
PSF.
We then run KUBEVIZ and SINOPSIS on a mask identify-
ing only the knot, to obtain its properties. As the analysis
of emission-line ratios shows that star formation is the main
source of ionization, we can also compute the electron den-
sity ne and the mass of the ionized gas Mgas, following the
relation presented in Proxauf et al. (2014) and described in
detail in Paper I.
We estimate the following quantities for the knot A:
AV=0.85 mag, 12 + log(O/H) =8.4, ne = 54cm−3, Mgas =
2.5 × 106M, Mstar = 6.3 × 109M, mass density=4.1 ×
108M kpc−2, luminosity weighted age =∼ 3 × 107 yr,
SFR=0.3M yr−1, SFRD=0.02M yr−1 kpc−2.
This knot therefore is very massive and large, has one of
the largest metallicity values of the system, and is relatively
young. It has also a high SFR and it is relatively dusty. It was
born in correspondence of the merger, and connection with
the parent galaxy is still visible and is most likely a spiral
arm. Its dynamical mass is Mdyn = 2× r σ
2
r
G ∼ 2.5×109M if
we adopt Re ∼ 2.2kpc and σr ∼50 kms−1. This value is very
similar to its stellar mass, suggesting that there is not dark
matter in the structure.
This object is therefore a good candidate for being or soon
becoming a TDG. Nonetheless, it presents peculiar proper-
ties.
Kaviraj et al. (2012) have conducted a statistical observa-
tional study of the TDGs in the nearby Universe. They found
that 95% of TDG-producing mergers involve interactions be-
tween two blue, spiral galaxies. The vast majority of these
parent systems have mass ratios greater than ∼ 1:7. Only a
fifth of gas-rich major mergers produce TDGs with masses
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greater than 108M. TDGs are usually within ∼20 kpc of
their parent galaxies.
Differently from other TDG candidates (see also Sengupta
et al. 2014), knot A has formed in a very early stage of the
merger and even though it is still in the phase of forming and
still located within the disk of its progenitor, it has already
been able to accrete great quantities of gas and stars and has
high and unusual SFR values.
Another explanation might be that instead of being a
merger-induced TDG, the observed structure is a huge (up to
a few 108M) star-forming region, similarly to what detected
at similar redshift by e.g. Fisher et al. (2014) and at higher
redshift (1 < z < 3) by e.g. Genzel et al. (2011); Elmegreen
& Elmegreen (2005); Elmegreen et al. (2009). However, this
interpretation requires disk-dominated systems and high gas
fractions (>30-50%), which are not the case for P96949. We
can roughly estimate the gas fractions from the stellar mass
and star formation density maps shown in Fig.10 and the
Kennicutt (1998b) law. We get a gas fraction of ∼ 10-15% if
the system is on the low-efficiency side on the relation, and
even less if the system is on the higher side, as expected for
a merger (Daddi et al. 2010). As a consequence, both the
TDG and the other structures detected as bright blue regions
in formation (Fig.1) are most likely merger-induced and not
simply large SF regions intrinsic to this particular system.
A third option might be that knot A is a tidally induced star
forming region that was triggered by the tidal/compressive
forces of the merger. This possibility would not require large
disk gas fractions. If the structure will remain kinematically
bound to the parent galaxy, it will not turn into a TDG. As we
are observing knot A in an early stage of its life, we can not
firmly state that it will certainly become a long-lived TDG.
However, its peculiar properties, and in particular its very
high velocity dispersion makes it a remarkable object and
a very good TDG candidate, rather than simply a massive
tidally-induced star forming region within a merging system.
To conclude, we note that knot A seems to be in a fila-
ment of star formation regions triggered by the merger. In-
deed, any merger is expected to create a number of star-
forming knots, with a range of masses. However, simu-
lations show that only the most massive ones tend to sur-
vive (see, e.g. Bournaud & Duc 2006). We can identify two
other structures with quite peculiar characteristics in the fila-
ment. These are located at (x = −5′′, y = 3′′), and at (x = −7′′,
y = 5′′), respectively. In addition to be smaller in size (ra-
dius ∼ 1.6 and 1.8 kpc, respectively), they are also consid-
erably less star forming (SFR∼ 0.09M yr−1, SFRD∼ 0.001
and 0.009M yr−1 kpc−2), less massive (M∗ ∼ 8× 108 and
M∗ ∼ 1.4× 109M, mass density∼ 108 and M∗ ∼ 1.4×
108M kpc−2), older (luminosity weighted age ∼ 1.3× 108
and ∼ 1.5× 108yr) and are characterised by lower values of
velocity dispersion (∼ 25kms−1). Rather than being TDG
candidates, these will therefore most likely become SSCs,
or, if massive enough, eventually globular clusters (Bournaud
et al. 2008).
6. CONCLUSIONS
GASP (GAs Stripping phenomena in galaxies with
MUSE) is an ongoing ESO Large Program with the
MUSE/VLT to investigate the causes and the effects of gas
removal processes in galaxies in different environments. The
sample includes galaxies selected for showing signs that
could be indicative of stripping in B-band images.
Within the sample, we identified an ongoing merger be-
tween two galaxies with different properties. This peculiar
system is so far unique in the GASP sample, suggesting that
usually mergers are not confused with galaxies undergoing
gas stripping.
A gas poor, early-type-like object (n = 2.51, Re = 1.8 kpc,
M∗ = 1.4×1010M) with a luminosity weighted age of∼ 2×
109 yr has started an interaction with a younger (luminosity
weighted age ∼ 2.5× 108 yr), gas rich, late-type object (n =
0.2, Re = 5.3 kpc, M∗ = 1.1×1010M) between 2×107yr <
t< 5.7×108yr ago. The merger is still in an early phase. The
gas kinematic pattern reflects the gas of the late-type object
and is mainly distorted in correspondence to the location of
the impact, while the northern regions had not time yet to
be influenced. The stellar kinematic instead is much more
chaotic, as expected in case of mergers. Nonetheless, the
rotation of the stars in the two galaxies is still detectable. The
early-type galaxy has currently a higher line-of-sight velocity
than the late-type galaxy.
The merger induces a gas redistribution igniting high lev-
els of star formation both in the northern part of the galaxy,
producing a lopsidedness visible for t < 5.7×108 yr, and be-
tween the two galaxies, especially in the region of the im-
pact. As a consequence, a large stellar structure forms. This
object presents peculiar properties that make it a good TDG
candidate. Indeed, it has formed in a very early stage of the
merger and even though it is still in the phase of forming and
still located within the disk of its progenitor, it has already
accreted great quantities of gas and stars (M∗ ∼ 6×109M,
R ∼ 2.2 kpc) and has high and unusual SFR values (SFR∼
0.3M yr−1).
This is the first detailed characterization of a TDG candi-
date detected beyond the local Universe, where data have rel-
atively lower resolution. It could pave the way to search for
TDGs at higher redshift, a regime still poorly characterized.
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